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The Hidden Line Problem
To establish the need for this work, the autbor feels it is important that
the reader obtain a basic understanding of the hidden line problem; this
introduction is devoted to providing such an understanding.
Figure 1-1 depicts a simple box prior to hidden line removal. Clearly it is
difficult to get an accurate understanding of the actual orientation of th( ,
 box;
is it oriented as shown in Figure 1-lb or as in Figure I-lc": Hence, one can see
the great value in a hidden line representation of a model.
The bidden line problem has been handled by many different individuals
(11. each with some uniqueness in their approach. But, aside from the
uniqueness of individual approaches there are several considerations that are
common to all hidden line removal methods. A number of simple illustrations
will aid in a discussion of these similarities, and thereby provide some general
insights into the hidden line problem.
In the wire frame model of the box (Figure 1-1a), each of its sides
represents a surface; each of the surfaces has the capability of hiding any lines
-A hick ma y lie behind them. So the problem becomes one of detertn:ning
I	 1I
FIGURE 1 -1A
FIGURE 1-18 FISURE 1-1C
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which surfaces are in front of which lines. To make this determination, a
number of common testin g procedures are used.
First, and perhaps most simple, is the min-max test. In Figure 1-1c it is
apparent that side A can in no way obstruct line 1. The min-max test would
determine this by comparing the minimum and ►na,:imum coordinate %clues of
surface A to the minimum and maximum coordinate values of line 1. This is
analogous to drawing boxes around the coordinate extremes of surface A and
line 1 as shown in Figure 1-2a. If the two boxes do not intersect there can be
i - ^
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no iciersection of the surface and the line, and therefore, the surface cannot
hide the line. if the opposite is O ,ue, then there is a possibility that tl:e
1	 surface and the line intersect, and further testing must be done to make this
determination.
This further testing comes in the form of what is called a "surroundedness
i
test'. Figure 1-2b demonstrates the need for such a test since the mir,-maX
I
test alone cannot eliminate the possibility that the surface and the line
intersect. The surroundedness test takes point 'X" on line 1 and determines
whether it is surrounded by surface A or outside of surface A; if it is outside of
surface A, the line and the surface do not intersect, and if the opposite is true,
it has been conclusively determined that the surface and the line do in+ersect
in the X-Y plane.
When it has been determined that the two elements intersect, all that
remains is to determine whether the surface is in front of the line o; vice versa.
This is accomplished by the "depth test". The depth test compares the
minimum and maximum depth values between surface A and line 1; if the
c^ . nimum surface depth is greater than the maximum line depth, then the
surface is behiud the line and cannel hide it (see Figure 1-2c). On the other
hand, if the maximum surface depth is less than the minimum line depth, then
tine surface mill hide all or a part of the line (see Figure 1-2d).
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different hidden line algorithms which speed up the above discussed processes.
Further, the situations where a surface only partly hides a line or where
surfaces penetrate into each other have not been discussed, yet must be
considered. For a more in depth discussion of the hidden line problem the
reader is referred to "A Characterization of 10 Hidden-Surface Algorithms" 111










Jr;	 The Need for a Fast Hidden Line Algorithm
With Optional Contours
Perhaps the best evidence of the need for a fast hidden line algorithm in
the h1ONTE.13YU display package is found in the speed comparisons between
l the modified JonesD algorithm and the MONIE.13YU modified N%'atkin's
algorithm discussed in Chapter B. The fact is, the Watkin'z Algorithm is a
scan conversion algorithm which was written to facilitate the generation of
continuous tone images, and as such, carries with it all the overhead required
to produce such pictures.[3} This overhead, coupled with the overhead required
to allow enhanced continuous tone images (ie. shadows and transparencies) has
f. 
made the MO«.1311? modified version of the Watkin's algorithm quite slow.
Further, when contours are desired, the ! IONZE.13YU modified Watkin's
algorithm goes through a very time consuming Gouraud interpolation scheme
to generatt. contour segments [3]. On the other hand, the vector nature of the




contour generation and this greatly speeds up the process. In light of the










At this point a discussion of the JonesD Algorithm is in order. This
discussion will include reasons for the Algorithm's selection, a description of
how the algorithm works, and finally a discussion of the algorithm's
limitations. To aid the reader in obtaining a general understanding of the
algorithm, Figure 2-1 has been provided. The author suggests that the reader
take a moment to study the flow chart, as doing so will greatly aid in
understanding what follows; in fact, each time the reader encounters a
flowchart through the course of this work, this  same suggestion is
recommended.
Why JonesD was Selected
There are four reasons that the JonesD algorithm was selected. The first
and primary reason was the speed its author, Gary Jones, attributed to it. He
did some quite elaborate testing of his algorithm against other hidden line
algorithms and showed that his algorithm .&s faster in every case [4). Second,
the JonesD algorithm was written specifically to handle the hidden line
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the algorithm made provision for line elements, it -A-as nicely suited for
handling contour vectors. Finally, although the JonesD algorithm had some
limitations, which %ill be discussed later, these limitations were considered
either tolerable or surmountable.
i
8How the JonesD Algorithm Works
Preprocessing Requirements
The JonesD al gorithm requires significant preprocessing which results in
more than worthwhile time savings downstream. The basic components of
this preprocessing are (1) the hashing of redundant nodes, (2) the creation of a
vector list from the model element connectivity or surface list and (3) the
hashing of redundant edges. A more detailed explanation of these
preprocessing methods and the reasons for their use follows.
(1) Hashing Redundant Nodes
- 1
The hashing algorithm employed in the elimination of redundant nodes
takes the X, Y, and Z coordinate values of each node, and from these values
generates a key into the hash table. The hash table internal numbers are then
	 r ,
used as indices into an array that contains the node numbers for the
	
`t 1J
coordinates. Now, each time that the same key is generated h redundant node
will have been found. So rather than enter the redundant coordinate into the
coordinate array, it is skipped, and the hashing internal number is then used
to retrieve the node number previously assigned to the coordinate values. The
node number retrieved is then used in the connectivity list for the element	 I
being processed. Once the redundant nodes have been eliminated the next








	 (2) Creating the V ,_ctor List
The -vector list referred to here is simply an arra y
 which contains pointers
r	 into the JonesD coordinate array for the endpoints of each of the vectors in
r the model; this list is required by the JonesD hidden line processor which will
be discussed later in this chapter. The vector list is created by looping
through the element connectivity array and ^_resting a new two dimensional
array containing the endpoints (pointers into PGRID) for each vector in the
model. Figure 2-2 illustrates this process. While the vector list is being
i	
created it is advantageous to flag redundant vectors, since such flagging
I	 dramatically reduces the amount of computation that the JonesD algorithm
f	 must do.
(3) Hashing Redundant Edges
The same hashing algorithm used to eliminate redundant nodes is
employed in the flagging of redundant edges. The vector endpoints are first
arranged in ascending order after which a hashing key is generated from the
two endpoint values. For each time the same key is generated, a redundant
edge flag (JREDUI) is incremented by 1 and assigned to the vector being
worked with. Consequently, the vectors with a redundant edge fla g greater
k than 1 are ignored (Figure 2-2) in the JonesD hidden line processor. It should
be pointed out that while the edges are being flagged for redundancy, they are








SURFACE ELEMENT NODES TRANSFEREDTO VECTOR LIST (JVECLS)
FIGURE 2-2
LOADING THE VECTOR LIST
distinguish surface vectors from strictl y
 line element vectors such as contours;
this again speeds the operation of the Jonesl) processor.
For more information about the hashing algorithm used in this work the
reader is referred to 151 and Appendix C.
E,
Jon(-,D Hidden Line Preprocessing
In addition to the preprccessing needed to get the data required by the
JonesD algorithm, the	 actual	 processor itself
	 does a significant	 amount of
preprocessing. This preprocessing involves bucket sorting, vector preparation,
and surface preparation.
Bucket Sorting
The JonesD Algorithm employs a number of processes that increase speed
of operation. One of these processes is the sorting of both surface elements
and surface vectors into buckets. These buckets are actually cells in an X-Y
grid. The number of grids that the screen is divided into depends on the
number of surface elements and surface vectors in the model. Further, the
fbounds for thegrid are determined from the minimum and maximum X and
L Y transformed model coordinates, this results, hopefully, in a faidy even
distribution of surface elements and surface vectors among the grid cells
(buckets). Figure 2-3 visually depicts the preceding discussion. All of the







Spatial Cells used in X-Y Bucket Sorting
From Reference 141
Vector Preparation
FolloKing is an explanation of the ve:tor preparation that is performed in
subroutine GNTMT and diagramed in Figure 2 -4. The process begins by	 ri
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FIGURE Z-4VECTOR PREPARATION FLOWCHART
has not been fl-gged as redundant; this information includes endpoint
coordinates, line equation information, and minimum and maximum
coordinate values for each vector. Tue surface vectors are then mapped into a
vector map (J-XAV) according to the cells (buckets) that their endpoints begin
and end in, along with any cells that the vector could potentially cross (Figure
2-3). All of the vectors, surface or line elements, are them mapped into an
additional array (.AT). Finally, the vectors in the surface vector map are
sorted according to depth beginning with the vector closest to the eye of the
observer and progressing back from there; a Shell sort is used to accomplish
this. The reasons for this vector preparation will become evident in the




A brief explanation of the surface preparation performed in subrojtir,('
GN '11SP and diagramed in Figure 2-5 follows. This process begins by ir)adir.g
the XT, W, and ZP arrays with the coordinates of the first element being
I
processed. The maximum and minimum X, Y, and Z coordinate values are
then determined and loaded into the SiRF array. Once this is accomplished,
the surface is mapped into the surface map (Jll'S) based on its minimum and
	 )1
maximum values in X and Y (Figure 2-3); these minimum and maximum 	 j
values determine which cells (buckets) the surface might lie in. Next, the area
of the surface is computed by taking cross products between nodes, and is
then loaded into a location in the StRF array. During the area calculation.
the component areas from each cross p-odtict are stored in the AR arra y for	 1)
later use in the JonesD processor. The above steps are repeated for each
element. The final step in surface preparation invo)ves the sorting of the
surfaces according to their depth; a Shell sort is used which sorts the surfaces
from front to back according to their minimum Z coordinates. As Kith the
vector preparation, the reasons for the surface preparation Kill become evident
in the discussion of the JonesD hidden line processor.
u,
For a more detailed	 discussion of surface	 and	 vector	 preparation, the
reader is referred to the comments in subroutines GNTIISP and GNTIRT in
Appendix A.
The JonesD Hiddtn Line Processor
The JonesD hidden line processor, which can be found in subroutine
GVPHID, can be divided into two basic parts. The first part computes vector
intersection locations, and the second part computes the visibil!ty of line
segments and outputs them to the graphics display device.
Vector Intersections
The flow chart, Figure 2-6, visuall y illustrates the processes involved in
the	 computation	 of .vector intersection locations, and the segmentation of
vectors at such intersection points where required. As can be seen in Figure
2-6, vectors are handled one by one starting at the beginning of the vector list
(JVECLS) and proceeding through to the end of it. The main function of this
section of the processor is to determine if an y surface vectors lie in front of the
vector currently being processed, if this is the case, the vector being processed
must be divided at all points of X-Y intersection with surface vectors. The
.	 son for thi<, as shown in Figure 2-7, is that every vector that	 crosses an
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The vector intersection calculation begins b} locating ali surface vectors
rr
that lie in the same bucket or buckets as tho vector being processed (arti%e
t ^
	 vector). and wfuch are in front of the active vector.
	 This is ea.-ilc
f i	 accomrlished because of the vector mapping and sorting, along Aith the Z
(1	 coordinate minimum and maximum determination, that wa y
 done for each
I vector in subroutine GNTIR"P. A binar y
 sea.-ch locates, from the sorted
surface vector map (A- X), the dividing point between surfaces that lie in
front of, and behind, the minimum Z coordinate -,f the active vector. This
idea is shown graphically . in Figure 2-8a. Once the appropriate surface vectors
have been located, each one must fail two trivial rejection tests before an
intersection location will be calculated. The first of these two tests is the
min-max test that was discussed in the introduction to this work. If the
bounding box around the surface vector being poked at, and the bounding box
around the active vector do not overlap, the y-- is no need for further testing of
r-
the current surface vector and the algorithm goes immediate]y to the next one.
If, on the other hand, the m;n-max test reveals a possible intersection betweEn
the two vectors, a second rejection test is empioyed. This test compares the
endpoints of the two vectors since the surface vector and the active vector
could either be one and the same, or could be connected to each other. In
either case there would be no point iu computing the intersection between the
two. If the surface vector is not rejected by either of these two tests.
L
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begun; these calculations are accomplished via the line equation data for each
of the vectors that was created in subroutine GNTIRT. As possible
coordinate intersections are determined, the y are checked against the
minimum and maximum values belonging to the active vector. if these
minimums and maximums lie outside the computed coordinate intersection
location, the surface vector can be rejected (Figure 2-Sb). Finally, if a point of
intersection is located, the active vector is divided into two line segments at
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segments, a Shell sort is once again employed to order the segment list from
minimum to maximum, and the Lecond logical division of the algorithm,
segment risibility testing, begins.
Segment N'isibility Testing
At the commencement of this discussion it is important to realize that the
segment risibility testing process is handling the segments that were created
i
by dividing up oue vector in the vector intersection portion of the code. In
other words, one vector at a time comes down the hidden computation
pipeline, in which it is first divided into segments; each segment is then
visibility tested and flagged as invisible if such is the case. If a segment is still
	 j
l	 visible it is immediatel y drawn on the graphics device, after which the hidden
process is started over on the next vector in the rector list.
At this point it will prove informative to follow one segment through the
I risibility testing process. First, the midpoint coordinates of the segment are
computed from its endpoints; these midpoint values will be used for
comparison purposes. This can safel y be done because all vectors have been
divided at locations where they intersect surface edges (Figure 2-7). This
division insures that if the segme:,t midpoint is behind a surface, the whole
segment must be behind the surface and vice versa. Now, knowing the
midpoint location, the surface bucket in which it resides is determined. A
binary search is then used to find the point in the sorted surface list that
► M
Q,()
divides the surfaces that fall in front of the segment from those that lie behind
it (Figure 2-9). The segment is then checked against all of the surfaces that
couid lie in front of it, and therefore hide it. The following tests are used to
accomplish this visibility check. First, as in the vector intersection portion of
tl.e processor, the min-max test is used. Once again, if the minimum and
maximum X and Y coordinate values of the surface and the vector segment do
not overlap, the surface is trivi-illy rejected since it could not possibly hide the
segment. If the sil*!ace cannot be rejected solely on the basis of the min-max
test, a more refined containment test is done. Figure 2-10 illustrates the basics
underlying this test; it is accomplished by computing the areas of all the
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the liLe segment, as shown in Figure 2-10a. A ratio of this computed area
with the area of the element, which was cal-ulated in the surface preparation
routine G\PHSP, is then taken. If the point lies within the element this ratio
will clearly equal 1.0 (as3uming convex elements) as Figure 2-10a shows. If
however, the point lies outside the element, the ratio will be greater than 1.0
f
as is clearly illustrated in Figure 2-10b. Further it will have been determined
whether or not this surface hides the line	 Psegment bein g rocessed. If it doesg	 o
li not, the surface will be rejected, and the next potential hiding surface will be
considered. If it is determined that the surface does surround the segment
midpoint, an initial depth test is performed to see i; the minimum Z
11 coordinate of the surface is greater than the Z coordinate of the midpoint. If
this is the case, the surface is rejected since the segment is in front of the
surface and cannot be hidden by it. If the possibility still exists that the
.r
it 1
surface is in front of the line segment, the next test performed is one that
determines if the segment is actually one of the surface edges. Figure 2-11
illustrates how this is accomplished. If the midpoint is on the surface
boundary, then the area of one of the triangles, used in the containment test
and as shown in Figure 2-11, will be 0.0; this indicates that the segment is a
part of the surface edge, and as such, cannot be hidden by the surface. If the
surface makes it through all of the above tests, the plane equation for the
W1 surface is determined from the coordinate values of its first three nodes. The
X and Y coordinates of the line segment midpoint are then substituted into
the plane equation; this yields the Z depth of the plane at the X and Y
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then compared to the Z depth of the plane, and if the plane is found to be in
front of the segment, the segment is flagged as invisible. Once all of the
segments which result from a single vector have been visibility tested, the
Visible ones are drawn, and the endpoints of the vector are flagged for
visibility.
The above process is repeated for each vector i p
 the vector list Aith the
end result being an accurate hidden line representation of the model processed
if four conditions are maintained. These conditions give rise to a discussion of
the limitations of the JonesD hidden line al gorithm Ahich will be handled in
the next chapter.
Limitations of the JonesD Algorithm
Since Gary Jones wrote his algorithm to process finite element models for
the 'tASTR-k plotting package, there were four considerations in hidden line
processing that he did not ieed to consider. First, there was no need to be
concerned with more than four sided elements since the majority of finite
element problems deal with three and four sided elements. Second,
penetrating polygons were not considered since finite element models require
nodes at all intersection points. Third, the capability of handling concave
elements was not considered because, again, such elements are not common in
finite element models. Fourth and finally, consideration was only given to the







jj	 MODIFICATION TO THE JONESD ALGORITHMf•i
f'
' As briefly mentioned at the conclusion to Chapter 2, there were four
limitations to the capabilities of the JonesD algorithm. These included (1) the
( inability to handle more than four sided elements, (2) the inability to handle
penetrating elements, (3) the inability to handle convex elements and (4) the
restriction to onlN planar elements. One of these limitations has been
overcome by modifying the JonesD algorithm; suggestions for ways to
overcome the remaining three have also been considered. A discussion of both
implemented modifications and sug gested modifications for the future follows.
N-Sided Element Capability
In its original form, the JonesD algorithm handled four sided elements
and line elements. Triangular elements were treated as degenerate four sided
(l	
elements with the fourth node being set equal to the first node. As a result of
this lour sided limit, Gary Jones was able to hard code a lot of his program;
n	 this means, that in the surface preparation, for example, he could prepare all
L
the surfaces as though they had four sides; he could compute areas, minimum









form equations. Figure 3-1 shoes an example of the hard coded farm of a
section of the JonesD algorithm, along with its counterpart n-sided code.
In order to allow n-sided capability, one basic change in the code was
required. This charge involved keeping track of how •
 many sides there were in
each element in the preprocessing section of the code. This knowledge allows
the use of "do loops" in area calculation, minimum and maximum coordinate
determination and in visibility testing. For example, the area of an element is
computed by taking cross products around the element nodes; this is easily
Cc •	 SURFACE ARE• CALCULATION
AR E A•ADS(" F (11•NPT1•SU x417-NPTI•SJRr(17 NPTIt
b•AgS, SJRF(12 NPT) • 1 P )•r ► e•F • a• sin F t 10 M T)-1P]evPe(






ME • C 0
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------
c	 lmmedtateiy	 below we	 are	 computing	 the
	
a- es 	of	 t")s	 element,	 by r^
[	 taking	 cross	 product%
	 • r ound	 the	 element	 ve r tices	 to
c	 detere:ne	 if
	 It	 car	 hide	 anything	 (an	 elem e r t	 •)tr	 Cares	 couldn't
[	 hIde	 mucht	 We
	
are
	 also	 crea!ing	 t r e	 AF	 a-ray	 w r [Ch	 contains
c	 elemont	 vert : ce	 crass	 products
	
which	 will	 later	 be	 used	 in	 a
c	 containment	 test
c °---------------------------- ----------------------------------------
DC 7 O NS • I. NhlOMS,(hP T)
1F(MS E4 NNODES(N PT) I THEN
AM (NS NRT) • ciP(NS. OPT )eYP(I, NP T)-X P ( I. WT)evPcNS. WT))
ELSE
M ( NS. NP
 T)•( I(P( NS W T I e YP( NS - I. b/ T)-IP(NS•I. MRTt•
YP(NS, FiT))
END IF
AAE• tARE-AA NS.W T))
700	 CONTINUE




c	 Setting	 •URF(7,WT)	 to	 -1	 0	 If	 She	 a r ea • 0 c r eates	 a	 flag	 that
c	 •ill	 later	 be	 checked	 to	 the	 dete r mtnattan	 of	 line	 asgmant
c	 visibility
c--------------------------------- — --------- ------------------
IF(AREA EO 0 0) THEN
SURF (71 WT > •
-1	 0
E1SE






^^ accomplished in a loop that goes from one, to the number of sides in the
element. TLe same type of loops were employed in the determination of
element, maximum and minimum coordinate values and in line segment
visibility testing. This generalization of the code required the creation of three
new	 arrays to handle	 the X, Y,	 and Z coordinates of	 each	 element;
(
i `	 additionally, one new array was required to keep track of the partial areas
determined from the nodal cross products for each element. Finally, the
connectivity array was expanded to handle n-sided elements as required by the
user.
It is the authors opinion that a detailed description of each step taken to
make the n-sided enhancement would not provide an y new insights to the
reader. The fact is, the actual modification is not where the greatest difficulty
arose; the greatest difficulty came in the authors efforts to understand how the
JonesD algorithm worked. This difficulty came as a result of the sparse
(	
comments contained in the original code.I
I	 Penetrating Elements
(j	 As mentioned above, the JonesD algorithm cannot accurately handle
(1 penetrating elements. Figure 3-2 demonstrates the problems that the
algorithm has. Nutice that at the intersection of the two spheres, the
algorithm does not know where to terminate the penetrating lines The reason












computed in the line intersection portion of the code. That is, intersections
are only computed at the locations where lines intersect lines, and not where
lines intersect surfaces. 	 Consequently , if the midpoint of a line, that	 L
penetrates a surface, is in front of that surface, it will remain completely
risible. Conversely, if the midpoint of a line, that penetrates a surface, falls
behind the surface, the eatir^ line will be rendered invisible.
The apparent solution to this problem would in%-olre the computation of
the points at which penetrating lines intersect planes. This could be
accomplished using the line equation of the "penetrating line" and the plane
equation of the element it penetrates. This would slow the algorithm do%%n
^ I	 t
1







considerably , since a line in a bucket w-wild have' to be tested against ever y
surface whose minimum and maximum coordinate values were in common
with the minimum and maximum coordinate values of the line. Further, this
would only result in the termination of the penetrating lines%%-here they
intersected surfaces. The lines of intersection still would not be drawn.
At any rate the implementation of this capability is left to another
investigation.
Concave Elements
As Figure 3-3 illustrates, the JonesD algorithm does not handle concave
elements with any degree of reliability. This limitation results from the area
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within a surface element. In Figure 3-3 the sum of :he areas of the triangles,
created by drawing lines from point A to each of the element vertices, is
clearly greater than the area of the element. Consequently, the coctainment
test would conclude that the point "A" lies outside of the element and,
therefore. must be visible. This is of course not the case and results in the
hidden line remaining visible.
It is the author's opinion that this problem could be handled with
minimal time expense since convex elements are not used eery often in
modeling. The solu t ion would involve the taking of dot produc t s between
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calculated in subroutine GNTHSP. As an elern-nt was traversed, Ow dr)t
products of the successive edges could then be compared, and if the sign of the
prAuct changed from one set of edges to the next, one would know that a
concave element had been encout,tered. With this knowledge, the el"ment
could then be divided into two hopefully convex elements as shown in Figure
3-4, and the surface preparation could be done on the two new and no%
convex elements. If division of the element resulted in a concave and a convex
element, then the remaining concave element could be divided in two. This
process would continue until only convex elements remained. From this point
the hidden line process would proceed as usual and an accurate hidden line
view obtained.
Again, as much as the author would like to undertake this modification,
time requires that it be left to the future.
Warned Elements
Clearl y , the JonesD algorithm would have limited success in processing
warped elements since it relies on the plane equation as the ultimate test for
line segment visibility. The solution to this problem would be very time
expensive since it would require that all elements be tested to find those that
are warped. Such testing could be accomplished by comparing the normals
around an element. If the normals varied, a warped element would have been
found, and the element would have to be divided info triangles. Each triangle
!I
-12
could then be accuratrly processed hN the modified Jon"D al-' ' rithri. It is
interesting to We, ho% ever, that as long as the elements are not too severely
warped, JonesD does a ven acceptable job (Figure 3-5).
The implementation of a contour algorithm, as mentioned above, will be










The implementation of the contour routine was one of the most
interesting and rewarding parts of this work. The algorithm was conceived by
an unnamed employee of the John Deer Company with information that was
obtained from L. J. Segerlind's book "Applied Finite Element Anal ysis" 161. It
is eery simple, yet produces high quality results. However, to obtain these
high quality results, a number of modifications and enhancements had to be
madE to the basic algorithm. These modifications can be adequately discussed
in five divisions which are, (1) the justification for computing the contours
prior to entering the hidden routine, (2) the contour problem, (3) the contour
generation algorithm, (4) contour sorting and (5) contour hidden processincr.
output, and labeling.
Justification for Contour Preprocessing
By glancing at Figure 4-1, the reader will quickly be able to see where the
contour package fits into the overall hidden line processing system. Now,
realizing that many of the contours that are created on a 3-D model are going
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FIGURE 4-1CONTOURS IN HIDDEN FLOWCHART
hidden	 line removal is wasteful. However, there are three good reasons for
generating contours before hidden processing.	 First, and most convincing, is
that	 there is no accurate way to create contours given the strictly	 vector
output from the hidden routine. The problem is that once r,-turned from
hidden,	 all there is to work with are coordinates in 2-D space.	 There is no
way to tell, as shown in Figure 4-2, which surface lies in front of which, and 	 r^


















to obtain accurate contour lines. Second. the Number of contour segments
generated on a typical model is u-s ually quite small relative to the number of
lines that combine to make up that model. This normally small number of
contour segments is bandied q uickly by the JonesD hidden algorithm. This is
because the algorithm knows :hat these segments can only be hidden and that
they cannot hide anything. Finally, prior to hidden processing, the element
connectivity is intact; this makes the accurate generation and proper
connection of the contour segments possible.
The Contour Problem
Before going into a detailed discussion of the contour algorithm, a basic




int^-rpolating beoAcen the function %clues assigned to elemen t coordinateT, as
diagramed in Figure 4-3. T ►, ese function values may represent any type of
function, and are assign^d to the the element nodes according to some type of
preprocessing operation. : he preprocessor might be a finite element package
for example. If one wishea to ind the contour line at a function value of 15, in
Figure 4-3, interpolation w ids to be performed between adjacent element
nodes to find all of +h- points along the clement edges that have an
interpolated	 value of 15: these locations are designated with an "A- .	 Once
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The Contour Generation Algorithm
The flowchart in Figure 49 diagrams the basic processes in the contour
11 generation algorithm as implemented in conjunction with the JonesD hidden
line algorithm. The initial portion of the algorithm divides each of the
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of the element nodes. The average function value at the center node is also
computed by averaging the function values at each of the element nodes. This
process is done to transform the element data into the triangular form required
by the contour routine. The main reason for using triangular elements, as a
basis for computing contours, is	 that	 triangular elements possess a unique
interpolation	 property.	 This is demonstrated in Figure 4-3 where it is seen
that if a contour value is present along one edge of a triangle, it will also be
present on one and only one of the other edges of that triangle. Conversely, if
	 i
a contour value is not present on two sides of a triangle, it cannot exist on the
third side. Because of this property one can be assured that contcui iines will
never cross within triangular elements. Further, one can be assured that
contour lines will never cross over a series of elements if each of those elements ^I
has been subdivided into a triangles for contour generation ,p urposes. This
idea can be visually understood by viewing Fig^ire 4-5.
	 r
The contour algorithm next begins to process each of the triangles that
make up the first element. One by one each triangle is sent through the
interpolation portion of the code. In this portion, contour segments,
representing all of the contour levels that have been user requested and that
lie within the nodal function values for that triangle, are generated. The
process by which this is accomplished is as follows.
The function value at the first contour level is extracted from memory 	 [I










triangular element bein; operated on. If the first contour value lies outside
lthe bounds of nodal function values, the element is in_n.ediately tested against
the next contour value. If, however, it is found that the contour value does lie
along the first edge of the triangle, then a contour segment endpoint, on the
edge, is interpolated from the edge endpoint function values and X, Y, and Z
coordinates. The next edge of the triangle is then tested for contour value
^f intersection, and if it is found, the other endpoint of the contour segment is
interpolated along the second edge. The contour segment endpoints are then
immediately stored into memory. If it is discovered that the contour value





immediately interpolated along the third edge, and the contour segment
endpoints are stored into memory. This is done since it is known that such
an endpoint must exist because of the interpolating nature of the triangle.
This process is repeated for each contour -alue until all of the contour
segments on the triangle have been computed
Succeeding triangles in the element are then processed in a similar
manner until all of the triangles making up that element are completed. The
same process is then repeated for the next element, and so on until all of the
elements have been processed. It should be pointed out, that while the
contour segments are being created, the number at each different level, as well
as the locations of their endpoints, is tracked. Because of this it is possible to
sort the presently random contour segments into nicely ordered contour loops.
Contour Ordering	 II
Contour ordering is required for two reasons - first for accurate labeling
and second so that curves can be accurately fit through contour loops if
desired. Whea the contour ordering routine GVPHCO is called, it is passed
contour segment coordinate information sorted by contour level; the
information is not, however, ordered within those levels. It is also passed the
number of contour segments in each level. With this information a systematic
process of sorting the contour segments into ordered loops is started. This











	 wili have like coordinate endpoints. Consequently, a search starting Hith the
fiat contour segment at a particular contour level is begun in an attempt to
I1	 find another one, at the same level, with a like endpoint. This ordering
^j	 procedure diagramed in Figure 4-4, flows as follows.
^I
(1) The endpoints of the first contour segment, in the segment storage
array, are stored in holding locations. The first contour segment w611 be
Ireferred to as the "initial segment" hereafter.
tf	 (2) The #1 endpoint (see Figure 4-6) is initially toted against the
jendpoints of boih ends of all the segments in its same contour level. If it
is found that one of the other segments, at this level, has an endpoint
i
that matches that of the #1 end of the "initial segment, a lo g ical is set
to true. This logical indicates that the "initial segment" has connecting







(3) The #2 endpoint of the "initial segment' is then compared to both
ends of the other segments in its contour level. When a vector with a
matching endpoint is found, the endpc:nt storage locations of this vector
and those of the second vector in the list are swapped. The sorting then
proceeds starting with the #2 end of the vector that newly occupies the
number two location in the storage area; the #2 end of this vector is now
compared to the remaining vectors in the list at this contour level until a
connecting vector is found. Figure 4-7 will clarify this sorting process. 	 im
(4) When the end of the ,ontour loop, which progressed from the #2 end
of the "initial vector", is encountered, the array order of the contour
segments is re ► ^rsed if the logical indicating that there were contour
vectors proceeding from both ends of the "initial vector - is set to true.
The process describ A in part (3) then continues until the last contour
^l
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vector at this level has been sorted or until no more connecting vectors
can be found. 1!, however, there is no vector that connects to the #1
end of the "initial vector", and there are still more segments at this level
'hen the end of the loop being processed has been reached, then twu
possibilities exist. The first one is that the "initial vector" happened to
be at one end of the contour loop which does not pose any problem. Th-
second is that the contour loop closed on itself in which case there is no
point in reversing the order of the sorted segments; this excess sorting is
avoided by storing the #1 end coordinates of the "initial segment", and
then checking to see if they are the same as the #2 end coordinates of
the last segment found in the loop being processed.
	 If they are the same
then order reversal is bypassed.
(5) If it	 happens that	 the end of the first contour loop at 	 this level is
encountered before all of the vectors have been dealt ' w ith, then there is
clearly a separate contour loop at this level.
	 This is eas ily dealt with by
making the next vector, in the vet unsorted :1st, the new "initial vector.
When this is done the process continues as described above until a!1 the
contour segments at a contour level have been processed.	 After this, the
successive contour levels are processed until all of the contour segments
have been ordered.
During th e ordering process counters keep track of how many separate
i 9^
4t
contour IOopS there arc at each contour level, and hc.H man y contour se"rncnts
are contained within each loop. 'This information is used in interfacing the
contour sub-system to the hidden line sub-system.
Contour-Hidden Line Interface
There are two parts to the contc ur-hidden interface; one involves loading
the contour information into the hidden al gorithm, and the other involves
correctiv labeling the visible contour segments after hidden line processing. It
turns out that once the contour segments have been ordered, the problem of
loading them into the hidden line subsy stem is quite simple. All that is
required is that the contour vectors be added to the model vector array and
that their coordinates be added to the mndel coordinate arra y . Ho%%ever,
rather than load duplicate coordinates fr.,m the like ends of connecting
vectors, the knowledge of how man y segments are in each loop and of how
man y loops are at each level is used to alloH the entering of coordinates only
once. This loading operation is performed in subroutine GNT'II('L. 1oN% that
the contour vector information is in the model vector and coordinate arrays,
the bidden algorithm processes them as though the y are a part of the model.
The second part of the contour-hidden interface deals with keeping track
of %here contour loops become invisible di!e to hidden line processing and
Hhere they once again become visible. This operation Ls done at the time that







employed to keep tra( • k of how ninny separate contour loops there are art-r
hidden line processing. The number of segments in each of these loops is al-,o
counted. First, this allows curv es to be 6t through contour loops. Second, it
£flows for efficient labohiig of contours, since each time a contour loop becomes
v isible, it is labeled. That is, each time a contour loop becomes visible, the
screen coordinates of the first segment, along %ith the contour level number
for the segment, are sent to the MONTE.BIT LABELS subroutine..A-- a result,
eVerV visible loop in ever-• contour level is labeled. Figure 4-8 sbc)%%s the








All that has been discussed from the beginning of this work to thic point
constitutes the main bode of new innovations in this thesis. The remaining
tAo chapters deal with the interfacing of this %ork to the T10\1L.B11'





INTERFACE TO MONIE.BYU DISPLAY
The	 challenge	 in	 interfacing	 the	 modified JonesD	 algorithm	 to the
MONIE BYU Display package was in pulling out the polygcnal data at the
correct	 location	 and gettin g	it	 into	 the	 correct form.	 This	 required the
addition of eight new routines that closely parallel eight that are already
present in MOV T.E.BW Display. It also required the addition of one
completely new routine to order the edges of clipped polygons. An explanation
of the interface and the rea,-ons for the methods used to accomplish the task
follows.
Data Required by the JonesD Algorithm
The first thing that was considered in creating the interface was the data
that the modified JonesD algorithm required. Since the JonesD algorithm's
on! y
 function is to determine hidden line removal, it was clear that 211
polygonal data had to be picked up after transformation and clipping
operations had been performed. Therefore, the three elements of data required
b y the JonesD algorithm which are, (1) the element coordinate arra y , (2) 1




(3) the function or contour information, «ere a',l created or obtained after
MON IE.B)IT Displa} routines had performed all the- necessar y
 tr..sformation
and clipping operations.
Modificatior . to MOVIE.BYU Display
The first interface to MONIE.B11; Display was the 'quick fix' type where
one obtains the information without regard for what has taken place in the
code prior to the time it is picked up. This type of an interface, although :t
may work, usually accomplishes three things. First, it makes the existing code
less understandable: second, it makes the program run slower since invariably
a lot computation, not needed by the new subsystem, has been done; and
Enally, it removes the desirable feature of modularization. As a result of these
considerations, it was determined that a more compete interface would be
attempted. This	 resulted	 in	 some close	 sciutiny	of all	 the	 routines	 that
preceded the location at which the required data was obt-a ined.	 Because of
this scrutin y , eight new routines were created which represented only small
part, of eight MONIE.B1 :.J routines. These new routines. with th^ir
NIONIE.BYU, counterparts, are diagramed in Figure .5-1 and are contained in
Appendix D. The reduction in routine size came mainly from the deletion of
ail of the color, shadow, and transparency information contained in the
1\1ONIE.Blti routines, ai,d resulted in a clean, efficient, and modular interface
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removal,	 shrink	 option,	 and contour labeling	 currentl y available	 in	 the
MONIE.BYU Display package. It	 does not presently	 allow node numbering,
element numbering, and the dotted line capability, although it could be






Obtaining the Clipped and Transformed Date
The clipped and transformed data is obtained in the new GNTIIPS
routine which is a counterpart to the NIOVIEZYU,
 POLS\T routine. This
routine calls the GVPIICL routine (counterpart to CLIP) then loads the
clipped coordinates, connectivity, and function information into holding
	
arrays. This operation proceeds on an element by element basis with all of the
	 i
edges of one element being successi v ely clipped. The edge information is then
stored before the next element is processed. Because the polygon edge clipper
in MOV E,13YU does not return the polygon edges in consecutive order, they
i
are ordered (GNTHLD) before they are loaded into the holding arrays. Once
	
all of the element edges in the model have been transformed and clipped and
	 1
Ll
the holding arrays have be-n correspondingly filled, the hashing preprocessor
to the modified Jones!) algorithm is called and operates as was discussed is
Chapter 2. From the - preprocessor, the model information goes to the modified
JonesD bidden line processor which calls the present MONTE.13YU PLTLI\
routine to output the visible model segments. If contours are enabled, the
MONIE.1311' LABELS routine is called to label the contours.
	
Now that the modified JonesD algorithm with all of its appendages 	 l^
(Figure 5-1) has been discussed, all that remains is to test the algorithm to see




r	 SPEED COMPARISONS AND CONCLUSIONS
r
r'	 Although the speeds recorded by the JonesD algorithm were not as good
`	 as those indicated by its author 141, it did perform very well in a number of
1	 cases. It was compared only to the h'ION IE.BW Watkin's algorithm. This
` comparison included the time necessary to transform and clip all models, and
the time to perform the actual hidden computations and output the visible
segments to the graphics device. If contours were computed, it also included
the time necessary to generate them. All models were tested in exactl y the
I
same manner for both the Watkiu's and JonesD algorithms; that is, regardless
of the algorithm, the same command files were used in generating hidden line
pictures. The command file generated pictures are included in Figures 6-2 to
i	 6-11 at the end of this chapter.
The items of interest in making speed comparisons were, (1) how «ould
Watkin's and JonesD compare as the number of model elements was increased,
(2) how would the two algorithms compare in the area of contour generation,
and (3) how would they compare if a model had high concentrations of






Increase lumber of Elements
To determine the effect of successively incre3-sing the number of elements
I	 on alg(-)rithm speed, a prismatic hexabed;oc was selected. The number of
elements per hexahedron face was sy'sterriatically increased from 4 to 2R9 (see
Figure &-2 and Figure 6-3). The results of this testing are contained in Figure
6- 1 and indicate two things. First, increasing the number of elements between
the ranges of 24 and 864 only slightly affects the speed of the JonesD
algorithm. The vectors processed per epu Second bares this out. However,
when the number of elements exceeded 1000, the speed (see Figure 6-1) of the
JonesD algorithm quickly dropped off. On the other hand. the Watkin's
1
algorithm started out very
 slo%%Iv, and then picked up speed as the number of
I'
elements was increased. Consequently, the speed adNantage of the JonesD
F^
algorithm was lost in the 900 to 1000 element range.
Contour Generation
As anticipat-d, the modified JonesD package is much faster at generating
and displaying contours than the Gouraud interpolation method used in the
Watkin's algorithm. For small models, the contour generation and hidden
representation capability is three to four times faster in the modified JonesD
(Figure 6-1). Figures 6-4 and 4-8 are examples of these small models. As
models increase in size, the speed of the JonesD package slows do%%n (-Figure 
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a two dimensional finite element analysis, the JonesD algorithm is four to five
times faster. This time savings is demonstrated in the Mount St. Helens
modal (Figure 6-6) where contours are generated on the flat grid Ahich, when
warped, becomes 'Mount St. Helens (Figure 3-5). Two actual finite element
models, Figures 6-7 and 6-8 demonstrate similar time sa y ings. In addition to
the time say ings, a comparison of Figures 6-8 and 6 .9 shoes no great difference
between the JonesD and MONIE.13YU contours. In fact, the only difference is
that the JonesD contours, because of there vector nature, are rougher than the
MONIE.13Y1J contours; this problem diminishes as element size decreases.
Element Concentration
The Ame's Plane model (Figure 6-10) was used to test the effect of
concentrating large numbers of elements in localized areas of the viewing
i M
window. The wheels of the pla::e are each made of a large number of small
elements which satisf y the element concentration, requirement. As Figure 6-1
shows, the Watkin's algorithm was slightl y faster than the JonesD algorithm,
even though there were only 587 elements in the model. This slowing of the
JonesD algorithm is a result of a large number of surfaces, and vectors, being
mapped into the same X-Y cell for bucket sorting purposes (Figure 2-3).
When this happens, the sorting processes used to male the JonesD algorithm
	 -I
faster become inefficient since the sort depth in a bucket is very deep. Figure
	 •













, , a result of this work two conclusions become evident. First, the
modified JonesD algorithm provides rapid hid'en line processing for relatively
	
I l	
sma!l models (ie. 1000 elements or less). This speed is however dependent on
	
I	 the localized density of elements. If elements are spaced evenly throughout
	
I {	 the viewing window, the algorithm is fast, and if there are concentrations of
elements, the algorithm slows down. Second, the algorithm, in conjunction
with the contour generation algorithm, provides very rapid contouring
capability. Both of these conclusions present the modified JonesD package as
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_	 Department of Civil Enbineering
1	 M.S. Degree, December 1984
ABSTRACT
There is an on going desire in the computer graphics community to develop
faster hidden line algorithms that can give accurate hidden line representations of
geometric models. This thesis presents the JonesD algorithm, modified to a!low the
processing of N-sided elements and implemented in conjunction with a 3-D contour
genera t ion algorithm. The total hidden line and contour subsystem is implemented in
the MOVIE.B`.'U Display paAage, and is compared to the subsystems alreidy
existing in the MOVIE.BYU package. The comparison reveals that the modified
JonesD hidden line anc contour subsystem yields substantial processing time savings,
n hen processing moderate sized models comprised of 1000 elements or less. There
are, ho-Ae%er, some limitations to the modified JonesD subsystem.
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